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UM-Dearborn launches Victors
for Michigan Campaign
BY VALERIE ZALESKI
Guest Writer

Since September 28, 1959,
the University of MichiganDearborn has been educating
students to make a difference in the world. Every day
since, the university has been
creating victors who will be
able to give back to the institution to help shape the
success for future students.
In 2013, the University
of Michigan announced the
fundraising campaign known
as the Victors for Michigan
Campaign to raise $4 billion between the Ann Arbor,
Dearborn, and Flint campuses as well as the UM health
system and other units.
Currently, the largest cam-

paign in UM-Dearborn’s
history is in its early stage,
which is also known as the
quiet stage, because it has yet
to be publically announced.
As of Friday, Oct. 24, the
nucleus funds in the campaign totaled $23.8 million.
The goal is to receive $50
million from donors, who are
being referred to as victors.
So what exactly does UMDearborn plan to do with
the $50 million from the
campaign? Well, there are
four priorities that it will focus on. As stated in the latest press release on Oct. 24,
the victors’ donations will
expand student access to the
academic excellence and ca-

reer preparedness that a UMDearborn degree provides,
develop new programs and
interdisciplinary opportunities that enhance learning and
equip students to succeed in
today’s global economy, create innovative environments
for learning, research, study,
collaboration, and research,
and attract and retain top
educators and researchers,
and support them as they
explore new ways to challenge and inspire students to
achieve their full potential.
Throughout the time of the
Victors for Michigan Campaign, the UM-Dearborn
campus will be hosting various events to target specific

audiences to display students
and faculty in hopes of perking the interest of new donors.
To kick things off, alumni,
businesses,
faculty/
staff, students, and leaders from around the community convened for a
night of celebration on Oct.
24 from 5:30-10:00pm.
Inside the Fieldhouse included activities, such as
rock climbing, life-size Jenga, dodgeball, arts and crafts,
free food, and an alumni
hockey game. As for outside
of the Fieldhouse, a stage
was set up for the MHealthy
Culinary Demo, singer Max
Lencl, Dearborn Big Band,
Beatnik Poetry, DJ Aaron

Buckley, and student bands
About Falling and All Systems Go. There were also cider and donuts inside tent next
to two food trucks serving
hot dogs and mac and cheese.
Besides the entertainment
activities, CASL had organizations set up at tables to
showcase their work. Also
down in the IAVS building,
the celebration continued
with the attendees learning what the university has
planned for students and information concerning the
campaign. Additionally, student speakers spoke on behalf
of their campus involvement
to connect with and also inspire donations from victors.

The Victors for Michigan Campaign is expected
to conclude sometime between 2018 and 2019. Until then, all donations will
contribute to the campaign
to improve the educational
programs provided at UMDearborn to continue shaping the next generation
of victors, which is you.
After all, just like UMDearborn is asking victors to
invest in you and your educational success now, in years
to come you will be asked
to step up to be a victor for
those students’ education, so
they have the ability to follow in your footsteps and
continue shaping the world.

UM-Dearborn alumni awards two full
scholarships to high school students
BY COURTNEY MORRISON
Staff Writer

The generosity of a University of Michigan-Dearborn alumni, John Junge,
will provide two students
of the Jalen Rose Leadership Academy (JRLA)
with full ride scholarships
to
UM-Deaborn.
John Junge graduated in
‘64 with a BSE-IE and then in
‘67 with an MBA. Since 1985,
Junge has owned AllStar Inc., a San Diego-based

company that provides management and operations
service to certain government and military facilities
in 18 states and Germany.
The company earns about
$250 million in gross annual
sales and employs more than
1,200 people. He has
given back quite a lot to the
University of Michigan community through the years and
these scholarships are a continuation of his philanthropy.
These two scholarships

endowed by the Junge
family are for Jalen Rose
Leadership Academy students interested in pursuing a degree in engineering.
Jalen
Rose
Leadership Academy
is
an
open
enrollment,
public charter high school in
Detroit. The purpose of
the JRLA is to inspire the
youth of Detroit and help
them to graduate with a
college degree and give its
students the skills neces-

sary to excel in life. The
scholarships will assist
JRLA in helping it succeed.
The academy was founded
by Jalen Rose, an ESPN/ABC
analyst, former basketball
player and another UMDearborn alumni. Rose said
that “JRLA provides a private school education in a
public school setting; college scholarships are paramount to the success of us
achieving our mission.”
Faculty and staff of the

College of Engineering and
Consumer Science at UMDearborn will institute different activities to engage
and build relationships with
JRLA students and their
teachers. These activities
are also aiming to foster students’ interest in engineering. Not only will the University assist in activities, but
they will also help JRLA students with applications and
the financial aid processes.
With JRLA’s mission

statement being “The mission
of the Jalen Rose Leadership
Academy is to provide a
leadership-focused experience with a high-performing
high school that engages and
inspires Detroit area youth
to achieve at the rigorous
level necessary to ultimately graduate with a college
degree and thrive in life,”
The Junge scholarships will
make a giant impact on the
JRLA students’ motivation and success in school.
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Students’ Voice
What do you plan to be for Halloween this year?
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“Luigi as part of a group costume!”
-Melanie Mark
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“A priest with a jock strap in tight pants...”
-Tomas Mauricio
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“A banana because it’s my favorite food...”
-James Liakos
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“Pocahontas for a couple’s costume. I think I
look like her!”
-Mirna Balaghi
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“Batman because you should always be yourself
unless you can be Batman.”
-Angel Mendoza
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A new chapter for Vice
Chancellor Henderson

As some of you may know,
our Vice Chancellor, Stanley
Henderson, has announced
that he’s retiring after dedicating the last ten years of his
career to making University
of Michigan-Dearborn a great
place to be. I interviewed him
in hopes to help all of us really understand what an impact
he’s made on our school and
thank him for it; his responses
and passion are assuring that
his shoes will be hard to fill.
Before Stanley Henderson
was made Vice Chancellor in
2005, he already had an impressive résumé, to say the least. He
started in higher education as an
Admissions Counselor at (dare
I say it) Michigan State University in the fall of 1970. Within
a year, one of his mentors was
hired as the Dean of Admissions and Records at Wichita
State University, in Kansas.
He then hired Henderson as
Director of Admissions at WS.
“I was the youngest Director of Admissions at an NCAA
Division I school in the country,” Henderson told me during our interview, “Looking
back, I was pretty full of myself and probably wasn’t the
easiest person to work for.”
In 1984, he became the Director of Admissions at Western Michigan University and
later became the Director of
Enrollment and Admissions
management there. From
WMU, he became the Associate Vice President for Enrollment Management at the University of Cincinnati in 1995.
And in 2003, he moved again
to the University of Illinois at
Urbana-Champaign,
where
he was the Associate Provost.
“While I was in these positions, I was also active in my
national professional organization, the American Association of Collegiate Registrars and Admissions Officers
(AACRAO), serving on their
Board of Directors and becoming President of the association

in 1995. In 1994 I was chairing a national conference on
Strategic Enrollment Management that I co-founded. The
University of Cincinnati was
building a new organization
for enrollment management,”
Henderson said, “They used
what they learned at the conference to design the lead position for this new organization that became my position
there. It pays to be involved
in professional associations.”
Finally, in 2005, he
came to the University
of Michigan – Dearborn.
“A friend, and colleague,
was working with UM – Dearborn as a consultant and helped
the campus develop a new
job description for the Vice
Chancellor position. He knew
I was looking for a change
from where I was and called
me to say he thought the job
was a great match for me,”
said Henderson, “When I read
the description, I saw a real fit
with my skill set and my passion to work with students.”
“I started on April 4, 2005,
which happened to be my 35th
wedding anniversary. My wife
sent Maize and Blue flowers to
my new office. She asked for
“blue and maize” and the flower shop staff person corrected
her, “That’s maize and blue.”
So, what was this great new
job at UM-Dearborn? What
does being our Vice Chancellor entail? Not totally sure
myself, I asked Henderson.
For the past ten years, VC
Henderson has been responsible for the Division of Enrollment Management and Student
Life (of EMSL), which includes
the following offices: Admissions and Orientation; Financial Aid; Registrar’s Office; the
Student Success Center, which
includes, Career Services,
Counseling and Disability Services, Academic Support, and
the Women’s Resource Center; Office of Student Engagement; Ombuds Services—An
Ombuds is someone who helps
people to informally resolve

conflict by facilitating communication to help all parties reach
mutually satisfactory solutions.
Ombuds may also provide
coaching and education to help
their visitors effectively manage conflict over time; Office
of International Affairs; Athletics; the English Language Proficiency Program; and Enrollment Research and Analysis.
Henderson and the program
staff work with the Chancellor, other Senior Officers,
and the Deans to help meet
the goals of our university:
grow our enrollment, build
student engagement, achieve
academic excellence, and ensure metropolitan impact.
“When I came to UM –
Dearborn, I felt this was such
a different place from other
campuses where I had been,”
Henderson said, “As I thought
about what that difference was,
I decided it was because UMDearborn was a community of
higher education, not just an institution of higher education. I
started talking about that difference and what it entailed—how
in a community you would be
a member, a participant, a contributor rather than just being
passive in an institution where
things happen to you. In a year
or so, students started quoting
me, “As Vice Chancellor Henderson says, ‘we are a community.’” My ego liked that, but
the high point of my time here
came when students stopped
quoting me and started saying, “We are a community at
UM-Dearborn.” That meant
they had internalized the concept. They weren’t ascribing
it to me—they had made it
their own view of our campus.
That is now a part of the campus ethos. It will last after I’m
gone, and those future students
will make their own impact.”
“Much of the work I do here
at UM-Dearborn couldn’t happen if I was the only one involved. It takes so many staff
and faculty--and students--to
accomplish virtually everything we do, but there are some

things that I contributed to that
I am very proud of. Our freshman enrollments have grown
39 percent in the last ten years.
There are significantly more
students of color on our campus
now. I think LGBTQ students
feel more supported on campus. We have worked hard to
become a veteran and military
friendly campus. A Culture of
Service has developed among
our students, and the CIVIC
has helped to focus that culture.
We have student housing right
across Evergreen Road, including the Victors Den for more
student engagement space (I
say it’s just like a third floor of
the UC only slid across Evergreen). There are far more opportunities for student engagement now. All of the offices in
Enrollment Management and
Student Life understand that
they are about student academic success. No matter whether
we are in Student Engagement
or Athletics or Career Services
or Women’s Resource Center
or Financial Aid, or any other of
the EMSL offices, we are here
to help students be successful
academically,” Henderson told
me, “Perhaps a student athlete
is so passionate about her participation in volleyball that it’s
what keeps her coming to class
and getting her course work
done. Maybe being in student
government is so important to
a student that he sees how he
has to succeed in his classes
in order to be able to continue in SG. That connection
to academics is so important.”
He expressed how he also
hopes he is a form of support to students across campus. “I believe in our students,
share their hopes and dreams,
have confidence they can
achieve those ambitions. I
get energized by our students
and what they accomplish.”
A television reporter interviewing Henderson called
him “a Dad to 9,000 students.”
Henderson followed up with,
“I’m not sure our non-traditional students would see it

that way, but I do sometimes
think I’m cheerleader-in-chief
for our students. It’s a privilege both to have high expectations that all our students will
make a difference and then
to celebrate when they do.”
Vice Chancellor Henderson
has inspired every student he
has encountered. Even at my
freshman orientation, his brief
speech changed the whole
atmosphere of the morning;
everyone was instantly more
comfortable with each other.
He makes it clear that he’s just
as excited about your journey at UM – Dearborn as you
are. I was curious as to who
inspired him. How does one
come upon a job in admissions
and enrollment at a university?
Henderson said he was first
inspired to assume his career
path by Dr. Gordon Sabine,
who was a Vice President at
Michigan State when he was
a student there. He hired Henderson as a Student Orientation
Leader and then as one, of two,
Student Orientation Directors
(called Chief Spartan Aides).
“I think a lot of my interactions with students are
based on what I learned
from him,” said Henderson.
Another major role model
for Vice Chancellor Henderson is Dr. Russell Wentworth,
who was the Dean of Admissions and Records who
hired him at Wichita State.
“The folks I work with in
EMSL have benefited from
what he taught me about how
to help people reach their
goals,” Henderson told me,
“These two had very different
personalities, but inspired me
(and hundreds of others they
worked with over the years) to
reach for excellence in everything I did, to have confidence
in myself, and to inspire others.
They changed my life. Every
day I catch myself doing something that I learned from one or
the other of them. Both of them
were exceptional speakers and
I learned so much about speaking from them. They taught me

how to lead, how to appreciate
those I worked with, how not to
accept anything but the best, and
how to get both meaning AND
enjoyment out of my work.”
Vice Chancellor Henderson is, fortunately, very much
looking forward to retirement.
“I have seen colleagues
who stayed in their positions
too long and people around
them ended up wanting them
to go.” Henderson told me,
jokingly, “A friend told me
once, “It’s better to have more
people crying when you go
than cheering when you go.
I always remind students at
Commencement that they are
leaving us behind. Now I get
to “graduate” and move on.”
The VC and his wife plan
to remain in the area, but are
looking forward to lots of
travel: seeing their children
and grandchildren in Salt
Lake City and Cincinnati, and
even more kids and a “granddog” in Muskegon, and on to
more exotic places. He also
plans to do consulting with the
AACRAO, and hopefully do
some writing about what he’s
seen and learned over the years.
Not quite sure yet who will
fill the new opening, there will
be a search for the next Vice
Chancellor. Chancellor Little
will share information about the
search process in the near future.
Henderson says, “As I look
back on my career, I see that I
had a path that kept taking me to
larger and more complex campuses—where I increasingly
had less contact with students
and had less opportunity to affect change. Those places were
supposed to define my career
accomplishments, but along
the way I realized that I needed
to be where I could interact
with students, where we might
energize each other, where I
felt I could make a difference.
That place was the University
of Michigan – Dearborn and
being Vice Chancellor—the
Students’ Vice Chancellor—
has been the greatest privilege and honor of my career.”

Interested in covering campus news, such as
Student Government meetings, The Union,
or other events at UM-Dearborn?
Email us at

umd.mj.news@gmail.com
Talk to Experts Who Care
Contacts for abuse, assault, and more
Anywhere:
If you are in immediate danger,
never hesitate to call 911.

U-M Faculty and Staff Assistance Program
(734) 936-8660
UM-D earborn Campus Safety
(313) 593-5333
National Domestic Violence Hotline
(800) 799-7233 or (800) 787-3224
National Sexual Assault Hotline
(800) 656-4673

Wayne County

First Step
(734) 722-6800 or (888) 453-5900
ACCESS

(313) 216-2204
Sexual Assault SAFE
(313) 964-9701
Primary Crisis Line
(313) 430-8800
YMCA Interim House
(313) 861-5300
Student Counseling
(313) 593-5430

Oakland County

Haven
(248) 334-1274 or (877) 922-1274 or
(248) 334-1290
Women’s Survival Center
(248) 335-2685

Macomb County

Turning Point
(586) 463-4430
24 Hour Crisis Hotline
(586) 463-6990

Washtenaw County
Safe House
(734) 995-5444
UM SAPAC
(734) 936-3333

Corrections:
On Michigan Journal’s behalf, we would like
to apologize for mistakes made
in last week’s paper (Issue 7, released
on 10/21/2014).
In Office for Student Engagement’s
new policies affect student organizations,
we spelled Seth Newell’s name incorrectly.
We regret this error.
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By LAURA SANCHEZ
Opinions Editor
It’s that time of year again.
Us college students are slaving
away in our classes, trying to
stay awake as we’re cramming
for midterms at 1AM, or debating whether to skip class in order
to write a paper for another class.
We have jobs and we’re part of
student organizations, and we’re
all trying to find time to sleep and
socialize and maybe, just maybe,
watch one (or a couple…or a
few...) episodes of our favorite
show on Netflix.
The stress accumulates, and
it’s not too easy to get rid of it.
I’ve seen the looks on people’s
faces this past week as they’re
combating through midterms and
papers to turn in and projects that
are due, and they’re not the most
enthusiastic faces in the world.
Rather, they’re a bit more haggard
and exhausted than they normally

are. I have the authority to say
this, of course, because my face
was among those this week.
Sometimes you just have to
treat yourself. Sometimes all you
can do is tell yourself that you’ll
treat yourself to some dinner with
friends, and that you’ll stay up
until 2AM to finish writing a paper instead. Sometimes you have
to escape a mundane Thursday
night and gallivant around with
friends instead of cramming for
that midterm. Or maybe you’ll
tell yourself that you really, really
do deserve that five-dollar cup
up frozen yogurt, because hey,
it was a hard week. Other times
you want to treat yourself to four
episodes of “New Girl” on Netflix
because you deserve it; you survived that three-hour night class!
Other times you’ll nap instead of
doing laundry because sleep is

By ASHLEY PRESTON
Staff Writer
Wednesday, Oct. 22, in the wee hours of the
morning, the “M” on The Diag in Ann Arbor
was given a makeover. With a little bit of spray
paint and a whole lot of guts, Spartys made
their way into the heart of Michigan’s campus,
proving not to mess with “Little Brother” in
the upcoming matchup that weekend. Well
Michigan took that too seriously and really
didn’t mess with them, losing 11-35.
Last weekend, I went to the MichiganMichigan State football game. Aside from
the few hostile fans, many people were very
friendly, despite the Maize and block “M” on
my jacket. I was even offered a warmer jacket from a “kind” Spartan fan so that I could
“cover up that yellow.” I told him I’d rather
freeze in Maize than be warm in green. And
as it turns out, I did freeze in my Maize…..just
like Michigan did on the field.
Michigan’s loss has the potential to impact
a lot of things.
One of the biggest questions is the job security of Brady Hoke. Will he be back next year?

obviously more important than
clean socks and pants.
It’s these small negotiations
that make life in college a bit
more manageable. If we were to
slave away at our homework and
risk not having social lives or
even sleep schedules, then what’s
the point of college, anyway? It’s
not worth it if we’re suffering.
We can at least make college
a bit better by trying to navigate
these treacherous waters of exams
and essays, of parking nightmares
and hectic schedules, of droning
professors and endless reading assignments with a bit of this ‘treat
yo self’ mentality. You’ll write an
A+ paper, no problem… maybe
just after buying a tub of your favorite ice creaming and watching
an episode of “The Office” for the
fifteenth time, because hey, you
deserve it.
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“We can at least make college a bit better by trying
to navigate these treacherous waters of exams and essays, of parking nightmares and hectic schedules, of
droning professors and endless reading assignments
with a bit of this ‘treat yo self’ mentality.”

A Blue Weekend
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The vandalized “M” on The Diag in the Ann Arbor

Will there be a different coach for the third
time in seven years? Many will argue that
Hoke needs to go. His team isn’t producing

desired results so keeping him would just create another losing season, potentially deferring recruits elsewhere. But is bringing in a

able to attend.
These days it is incredibly easy to request
an absentee ballot through miabsentee.com.
You can get your ballot mailed to you, fill
it out at home, and send it back. Why isn’t
this the norm for every ballot? The fact is,
it would be too easy. If we allowed voting
online or through the mail we wouldn’t have
a voter turnout of 18 percent and it wouldn’t
only be the wealthy and elite who could easily make their voices heard.

cause the people in power don’t want you to
vote nearly as much as your third grade civics class would have you believe.
And then there’s the way your vote never
seems to count or make any difference. Well,
this is on purpose, too. Michigan districts are
some of the most gerrymandered in the country, meaning people of color and poor communities as well as left-leaning cities, like
Detroit, are sectioned off, leaving a majority of seats easily won by hard-line conser-

new coach every few years going to create any
sort of stable program? I would say not.
Michigan is in a rut with a double-edged
sword that everyone wants to offer advice on
how to grab, but no one wants to grab it. One
can only wonder, ‘what would Bo think of
this? What would he do?’
As for the instate rivalry, East Lansing is
dominating. That sword leaves a sting in the
wound of Michigan fans who expect to win
because, well, IT’S MICHIGAN. For now, we
reach for the past and hold onto what we were.
The taunts and jabs are almost pointless from
Michigan fans because well, Michigan State
is better, no questions asked. The tables have
turned.
I think we will make it through. After all,
Michigan once was on top and Michigan State
once sucked too. And they do say, “history has
a habit of repeating itself.”
Lucky for us(or perhaps unlucky for us),
the biggest game has yet to come. Saturday,
Nov. 29 at Ohio Stadium anything can happen.
More often than not, crazy things take place
when Scarlet and Maize come together.

Vote Like Your Life Depends on It

By JULIA CUNEO
Staff Writer
I know you’ve been told this a million
times recently. By Lil Jon, by Michelle
Obama, by Lena Dunham, by every Political Science professor on campus. It gets annoying after awhile, because obviously you
should vote. You KNOW that. You’ve known
that since you were in third grade and you
learned about Popular Sovereignty.
Still, somehow, no matter how many
times celebrities “rock the vote,” it never
really feels like America wants you to vote.
It makes you feel lazy and unintelligent and
guilty that you drag your feet or forget altogether. It seems so obvious, everyone tells
you to do it, so why don’t you?
There’s another side to this story, a secret
part of American history. It’s the part that instituted the Poll Tax and Grandfather Clause
to keep blacks in the Jim Crow south from
voting. It’s the part that force fed suffragettes
picketing in front of the white house for their
right to vote. It’s the part of America that
doesn’t actually want you to vote: the leaders.
The electoral system in the United States
is designed to exclude people like you. People who work, young people, people of color,
LGBTQ people, college students, people
in debt - anyone who is more likely to vote
against the establishment will inevitably
confront barriers designed to stop them from
voting.
I believe in the ability of my generation to
overcome these barriers. We have the tools
to change the entire status quo, to refuse to
fall for the trick. The only thing left is for the
trick to be exposed.
To start with, voting is on a Tuesday. Who
the hell can afford to walk off the job for a
couple of hours to go to their polling place?
Not me. Probably not you! There is no reason voting shouldn’t be accessible, easy, and
available to everyone. Yet we vote on one
day, a weekday, when people who don’t have
flexible schedules are more likely to be un-
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But of course, lack of time isn’t the only
reason you sometimes “forget” to vote.
There’s also the overwhelming amount of
information you would need in order to enter the voting booth with even a smidge of
confidence.
Voting information is hard to find and
harder to interpret. Again, the system is set
up so that all of the work is done by the individual - making it harder to vote and less
likely you’ll do so. All that information could
easily be summed up and sent to you by mail
or email, but it isn’t.
Both of these systemic barriers could be
overcome with just a small investment in our
voting system. They’re not new problems,
and they have simple solutions. The government is perfectly capable of creating a more
accessible process. It hasn’t been done be-

vatives. The same process has been used by
Democrats in other states.
Whichever party is utilizing the tactic, the
result is the same: a total removal of the need
for compromise. If 60 percent of the districts
are fully conservative, while 40 percent are
fully liberal, the representatives don’t have to
do any difficult negotiating. The 60 percent
of legislators can virtually pass any bill they
want, leading to further and further polarization.
This is why no matter how much dissatisfaction there is with the s---heads in Lansing,
elections never seem to really oust anybody.
The districts are situated so that no politician
needs to moderate his opinion in order to get
reelected. In this way, even if all of the voters most likely to vote against the Republican
party - the students, the people of color, the

union workers - decided they were definitely
going to vote in 2015, there’d still be very little change in the actual results, because that
60 percent of seats would remain untouched.
In addition, you may have heard of the
Citizens United case in which the Supreme
Court decided that money counts as free
speech and therefore campaign contributions
cannot be limited or controlled. In a country
where 45 percent of the wealth is held by one
percent of the population, this pretty much
means that one percent decides the winner of
elections.
So why does it matter that you vote? If it’s
not going to make any difference why bother? And what makes millennials the perfect
generation to give the system the finger?
All of this - the hoops, the confusion, the
corruption - was done with one intent in
mind: to keep people from voting, to make
them feel helpless. Because voting is not
actually about who is in power. It’s actually
about a huge community - a state - talking
to itself about values, about leadership, and
about the future.
We’ve been told our country is deeply divided, deeply polarized. Voting is an opportunity to talk about those differences and cast
our lot, to see how many agree with us and
how many don’t. When only 18 percent of
our eligible population is voting, then only 18
percent of that conversation is being had. So
if you choose not to vote because our country
is too corrupt, or our leaders are too out of
touch, you’re doing your part in upholding
that system of inequality and polarization.
If there’s one thing I know about my generation - the pioneers of Facebook, the holders of massive lifetime debt, the innovators
of the selfie, the children of a great recession
- it’s that we don’t like to be told what to do.
I expect, and I hope, that once my generation
notices the intergenerational fraud being perpetrated against us we will turn around and
vote like our lives depend on it. Just because
they told us not to.

“I believe in the ability of my generation to overcome these barriers. We have the tools to change the
entire status quo, to refuse to fall for the trick. The only thing left is for the trick to be exposed.”
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Ebola: Are We Doing Enough?
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By DOMINIC AZZOPARDI
Guest Writer
Ebola seems to be the hot topic in the news
right now; every night anchors remind us of
the outbreak in West Africa, and every night
there seems to be suspicion of the infection
spreading to another country. With this constant exposure, it’s easy to become complacent and begin thinking of the outbreak as an
issue that’s taking place far away from where
we live, effecting people we will never meet.
Since the outbreak began, roughly estimated to be December of 2013, there have
been about 8,400 confirmed cases, resulting
in about 4,000 known deaths. However, recent studies put the actual number of cases
as high as 20,000. While these numbers are
quite concerning, they seem to pale in comparison to, say, the total population of the
US, which is about 316 million.
What’s 20,000 compared to 316 million?
This is a dangerous and frankly irresponsible
way of rationalizing the issue. The countries
at the center of the outbreak – Guinea, Sierra Leone, and Liberia – are not filled with
densely populated urban areas like we see
in the US. The majority of cases have been
transmitted in relatively rural areas, often
times being passed when loved ones come
into contact with the dead. If introduced into

a major population zone, such as New York
City, such a virus could potentially spread
very quickly.
The most concerning aspect of the breakout is the reported fatality rate of 50 percent,
with the newest World Health Organization
estimates now saying as high as 70 percent.
Compare this to the famous 1918 Spanish
Flu pandemic; it is estimated to have killed
three to six percent of the world’s population
– estimated at 50-100 million deaths – with a
fatality rate only between 10 and 20 percent.
Skeptics will in turn point to two major
areas of detraction: they will claim the US is
far more capable of containing such an outbreak and will remind everyone Ebola is not
an airborne virus. While both are true, this
does not mean there is no cause for concern.
Thomas Duncan, the man who came to
Texas while infected with Ebola, told nurses
at the hospital he visited he had come from
Liberia, and was found to have a temperature
of 103 degrees. Shockingly, this man was
sent home. Even more surprising, his home
and the people he had been in contact with
were not quarantined until four days after he
had been placed in isolation.
As for the infectivity of the virus, no, it
is not as contagious as an airborne illness.
However, this does not mean it is nearly im-

possible to transmit. After all, HIV/AIDS
main method of infection is sexually, and in
2013 it was estimated by the World Health
Organization that there are 35 million people
worldwide currently living with HIV.
Because medicine has advanced substantially since 1918, it is unlikely the world will
see another disease on the scale of the Spanish Flu; still, this does not mean Ebola should
be overlooked or underestimated in any way.
As mentioned earlier in this article, it is
estimated between 50-70 percent of those infected with Ebola do not survive. With this
being said, the US response has been questionable at best. Not only was a man who
already admitted to travelling from West Africa sent home with a fever over 100 degrees,
but after his case of Ebola was confirmed
days passed before any action was taken to
quarantine others he may have infected.
This is a country that prides itself on being world leaders at the peak of preparedness
and innovation; if this is true, why was this
man sent home and why was there such a
delay before authorities went to his home?
Even when authorities did finally take action,
there seemed to be confusion over who was
in charge and what the proper course of action would be.
In an age of natural disasters, biological

warfare, and nuclear weapons, there was
honestly no plan of action in place for such
an event? Screenings at airports such as JFK
did not even begin until Oct. 11, although the
outbreak has been raging for months.
Even at the center of the outbreak the
US seems to be late to the party. Now that
the CDC has projected the number of Ebola
cases to double every twenty days, the US
has pledged 100 million in aid to the region.
While this is a significant amount of money
and will surely help to contain the epidemic,
one must also put this figure in context.
The US sent out 48.4 billion dollars in international aid in 2012’s fiscal year – meaning 100 million is a mere 0.002 percent of
the foreign aid budget. Additionally, the
CDC believes that the number of daily cases
reported expected triple for every month the
aid is delayed.
The US is the world’s premier superpower
and feeds off its own talk of leadership and
prestige; if this country is really the leader
it claims to be, why have we waited so long
to take action? Why were we not better
prepared to handle a case on our own soil?
Would we really be ready should Ebola arrive in full-force in the US? Are we really
taking this seriously?

How to Slow Down a Thriving
New Company
By ZAC PALMER
Staff Writer
The emergence of Tesla Motors in the mass market has created many problems in a place where
there weren’t any. Traditionally, new automobiles
are sold through franchised dealerships. Tesla bucks
that trend by offering a different pathway of ownership.
Tesla Motors has ditched the idea of a dealership
and decided to push their vehicles through their own
retail locations. In those retail locations they offer
the ability to try out the car, but most purchases are
completed online after the in-store experience. By
doing this, Tesla cuts out the middle-man of dealerships, can sell their cars for a lower price, and controls the purchases of their cars from the factory to
the consumer’s hands.
This all sounds like a wonderful and innovative
idea, but unfortunately not everyone shares this
Photo courtesy of triplepundit.com opinion.
On Oct. 21, Rick Snyder signed into law a bill
that stops Tesla from selling their cars like this in the
state of Michigan. The law makes it illegal to sell a
car in Mich. unless it is being sold through a franchised dealer. Tesla is directly targeted in this law
because they are the only car company that doesn’t
sell cars through dealerships.
The state Congress and Governor tried to keep
this as low key as possible. The ban was written in
at the last second as an add-on to a bill and was then
quickly ushered to Snyder to sign into law.
Half the states in the union have passed similar
directives that accomplish the same goal. None of

“Tesla being banned from selling
cars the way the want to is purely a
result of no-good politics and greed.
I believe the ban should be fought
and I hope that Tesla comes out on
top when all is settled and done.”

Have an opinion?
Write for us!

the laws directly mention Tesla, but they are the
only company affected by this controversial law.
Car dealers around the country are responsible for
this egregious piece of legislation. Tesla is an up and
coming company and one day could become a serious competitor to companies such as Ford, GM, and
Chrysler.
“This is an embarrassment for the State of Michigan and democracy," said Daniel Crane, a law professor at the University of Michigan.” When nobody
was watching the dealers slipped this language into
the bill, and told Snyder to pass it so they would
have an advantage over Tesla in the future.
Snyder and members of Congress were under
great pressure from car dealerships to pass this bill.
It is election season and they didn’t want to risk the
possibility of being featured in attack ads supplied
by dealerships. There really isn’t any reason for this
law beyond making it easier for dealers in the state
to pull in a little bit more profit.
Now that something like this is law, I have a few
questions about what this could lead to. Tesla is not
the only company to sell directly to consumers. The
Nike Store in cities such as Chicago and San Francisco are built on the same idea that Tesla is utilizing. How come their stores haven’t been banned
across America?
Tesla being banned from selling cars the way the
want to is purely a result of no-good politics and
greed. I believe the ban should be fought and I hope
that Tesla comes out on top when all is settled and
done.
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Arts & Entertainment
By Kelsey Lewczynski
Guest Writer

The Book of Life: Gorgeous Animation, Not Much Else

Man did I really want to love this one. Like
I REALLY wanted to love this one. “The
Book of Life” is a new animated film by Jorge
R. Gutiérrez and produced by Guillermo del
Toro. The story is half-musical, half-love story, all… meh, in terms of plot anyway. Using
a Día de los Muertos backdrop to advance the
plot and provide important settings, this gives
the film a unique style for American audiences.
In interviews, Gutiérrez has said that this
film had been rejected by studios many times
because an American audience would not be
interested in a film that is “too Hispanic”. After viewing it, I can safely say that this is not
the film’s problem. In fact, I see the care taken into portraying Mexican culture and very
much enjoyed that. The film’s animation style
and unique settings earned two of the stars.
I debated giving a half-star to the music.
While there are fun covers of songs like “I
Will Wait” by Mumford and Sons and “Creep”
by Radiohead, the original songs are a bit…
cookie cutter. It’s getting to the point where
every love song now seems to be riddled with
clichés. This movie is no different. You’re not
going to be humming the songs to this or see
a million covers on YouTube. However, they
aren’t painful and the mariachi band in the
film is fun. So all things considered, a full star
goes to music.
What I did not enjoy could be considered
the most important part of a film: plot and
characters.
Here’s the basic plot, which may contain
some spoilers – even if said spoilers are super
obvious. Okay, the main character is Manolo,
who is best friends with Joaquin, who are both
in love with Maria. Two gods of the afterlife
– La Muerte and Xibalba, both married – cre-

ate a bet as to who will win Maria’s heart.
La Muerte bets on Manolo, a bullfighter who
wants to be a guitarrista. Xibalba bets on Joaquin, who wants to be a brave hero like his
father. It looks like Manolo will be the victor
when he comes down with a sudden case of

95 minutes. Any longer and it would have gotten another star knocked off.
I took away the second star due to the characters. My God, the main characters were terribly boring. I found them to be two-dimensional. No one likes a flawless character (as

Photo courtesy of thefilmstage.com

the deaths due to a trick by Xibalba. The
town is due to be under attack by an outlaw who wants a medal in Joaquin’s possession that grants eternal life, which was given
to him by Xibalba. Now it’s a race against
time for Manolo to come back to life, save
the town, get the girl and yadda yadda yadda,
you’ve heard the story. It’s really formulaic
and I bet you can tell what’s going to happen.
That’s one thing I didn’t like – the predictability. I feel for the parents that have to sit
through this. It’s mercifully short, however, at

in: written without any weaknesses), and it’s
been awhile since I’ve seen characters without flaws than in Manolo and Maria. I found
them to be nothing much more than… meh.
I mean, they aren’t bad role models and they
aren’t evil. There are worse things to be than
maybe a bit too perfect.
Outside of the Land of The Dead that
Manolo visits for a short time while he’s suffering from a temporary condition of death,

you don’t get many interesting characters. In
the Land of The Dead, you get the two gods
of La Muerte and Xibalba, who are a lot of
fun. Placido Domingo (one of the Three Tenors) makes a great appearance as a relative of
Manolo. His family in general is very interesting, but not on screen for very long due to be
being introduced a bit late.
Speaking of voice actors, you get some great
examples and not so great examples. Being a
Guillermo del Toro production, it wouldn’t be
right if Ron Perlman wasn’t in there. Being a
veteran voice actor, his performance is wonderful, giving Xibalba touches of menace and
warmth. Zoey Saldana fits Maria’s character
well, both tough and soft and charming all in
one take. Channing Tatum, the voice of Joaquin? Not so much. The man is not meant to
be in voice acting. It’s not an easy thing to do.
If the side characters are the only interesting
characters, then something went a bit wrong.
I paid a matinee price for this, which is
what it’s worth. I wouldn’t pay full price for it
and I doubt this movie in 3D would be worth it
either. I recognize it’s for kids and I’ve always
been a fan of animated films and kids movies
(note that the two are not necessarily the same
thing), but I feel like kids should still be challenged a bit beyond formulaic plots and pretty
animation.
It was between this and a Nicholas Sparks
adaptation and I’ve seen enough movie posters of beautiful white people with closed eyes
and an almost kiss to know where that’s going
to go.
On another note, I’m pumped to see
“Avengers: Age of Ultron”. Did you SEE that
leaked trailer?! That is going to be the “Empire Strikes Back” of the franchise. MAN, did
it look cool!

Hour Media Gathers over 400
Michigan Doctors to Celebrate
their 2014 “Top Docs”
By Angela Melendez Dejesus
Advertising Manager

From Addiction Medicine to Urology, Hour Detroit’s 2014 Top Docs issue honored over 900 “Top
Doctors” in the state of
Michigan. These doctors
ranged from various hospitals and offices across the
state including Beaumont,
St. Joseph, U of M, and so
many more.
An event was also hosted
by Hour Media in celebration of the physicians accomplishments at the Gem
Theatre Thursday night.
Sponsorships of this event
included Comerica Bank,
Moceri, and Wayne State
University. Over 400 physicians gathered at the Gem
at 6:00pm and were greeted
with name tags, three open
bars, and strolling appetizers.
The 1927 built venue

was immaculate and perfect
for the occasion. Bouquets
filled each room, photo
ops were presented as each
guest walked in, then they
were lead into a mingling
area where entrees were set
up, sponsor tables gave out
goodies, and another bar
was flowing drinks.
Next they were lead into
the main theatre where
cabaret tables were set for
eating and enjoying the
band, 50 Amp Fuse. Music
played and strolling dinning
continued until 10:00 pm,
with a slight pause around
8:00pm for announcements
congratulating the physicians. The music was phenomenal, and the talk of the
party. Contemporary cover
music was 50 Amp Fuse’s
theme for the night, bringing all of the physicians to

the dance floor.
The guests were thrilled,
“My husbands been “Top
Doc” since this event started and this was the best one
yet!” as spouse??? had mentioned. Over all, making it
a successful night for Hour
Media’s marketing director,
Lauren Slete.
To review the “Top Docs”
list and see if your physician
made the cut go to www.
hourdetroit.com/Hour-Detroit/October-2014/2014Top-Docs-TransformingMedicine/ or pick up the
October 2014 issue of Hour
Detroit.
If this event sounds like
something you’d like to be a
part of in the future either as
a sponsor or an intern go to
www.hourdetroit.com for
more information.

Photo courtesy of
Octobergallery
mall.blogspot.com

Still

We

Rise

By C.M. Edwards
Guest Writer

Right in our own backyards is a glorious display of
American and Detroit history.
Adorned with iconic artifacts,
sobering truths and thought
provoking scenarios is a treasure almost too grand for
words. Detroit, MI is home
to the world’s largest museum
solely dedicated to showcasing African-American history, present and future.
The Charles H. Wright
Museum of African American History was founded in
1965 after Dr. Charles Wright
returned to Detroit after visiting Denmark and viewing the
Danish World War II memorial. He came home and had
an epiphany: Black people
also needed a place where
their history, culture and experience to better days could
be displayed with artifacts,
exhibits, and documents.
Since 1965 the location
has changed and grown, but
the vision has stayed consist
and that is to educate people
of any and all races, genders,
religious beliefs and political
affiliations of being black in
America.
One of the most notable
in exhibits in the Charles H.
Wright is a 22, 000 square
foot, 20 gallery captivating
and equally informative and
emotional journey.
“Still We Rise” is an ongo-

ing interactive exhibit that is
best described as an enthralling and sobering time machine that transports museum
goers from Africa through
the tumultuous and inhuman
path to America many Africans were forced to embark
on. The exhibit showcases the
grueling, foul and, in some
cases, fatal transportation of
Africans by boat then continues to the slave auction
process where many families
were split-up and sold to the
highest bidder.
The journey makes it way
to the Underground Railroad,
a dangerous trek where an estimated 100,000 slaves took
from the south to freedom in
the north. (It should be noted
that Detroit was a very famous and sought after stop
on the railroad because of its
close proximity to Canada).
The trail moves forward in
time to the emancipation of
the slaves and then to the Reconstruction Era where many
first generation free blacks
became educated, affluent
business owners, built homes
and flourished in the arts, music and films.
The road continues to the
automotive boom in Detroit
during the turn of the 20th
century that assisted in the
Great Migration, where more
than 6 million blacks left the

south to start a new life in the
north.
From there patrons are led
to the Jim Crow Era where
much progress had been made
from slavery, but still blacks
were expected to accept their
“inferiority” being banned
from predominantly white
schools, hospitals, restaurants, hotels, and neighborhoods to name a few.
A few more steps and
guests are in the Civil Rights
Movement, then patrons are
led all the way to present day
Detroit where black people
continue to make strides toward their piece of the American Dream.
The overwhelming come
away emotion from “Still We
Rise” is the immeasurable
strength and resilience of a
people. The black experience
in this country began with
being trotted on, casted out,
and treated lesser than animals. Culture, languages, and
families were shattered and
yet still they rose, they still
fought back.
While the majority of the
exhibit is a record of the past,
there is a thread weaving its
way through each room, each
era, each step forward and
that thread is a feeling of hope
for the future.
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Western and Eastern Music Mix

By Billy Giorgio
Staff Writer

Internet music sensation, Shankar Tucker, performed live
with his band at the Ann Arbor Power Center on Saturday. The
concert was held by the Amma Center of Michigan to raise money to give unprivileged women emergency housing and occupational skills. The band consisted of Tucker, Vidya and Vandana Iyer, Raashi Kulkarni, Jomy George, and Rohan Kymal.
Kymal proved to be a crowd favorite for not only his incredible vocal skills, but also for his local roots. Kymal
had previously lived in Ann Arbor before going off to New
York University to earn a performing arts degree at NYU.
Ajitha Kymal, Rohan’s mother and the main organizer of
the event, said that her son has not performed in Ann Arbor since his high school days. Kymal sang two songs
on the set, including a piece that combined Rahat Fateh
Ali Khan’s “O Re Piya” from the 2007 Bollywood musical, “Aaja Nachle,” with Adele’s “Rolling in the Deep”.
A new song was debuted on Tucker’s set. The song, according
to Tucker, was written as a way to take the listener through a journey through the usage of traditional classic compositional builds.
The band’s closing performance of a popular Karnal
folk song was the highlight of the evening. The audience
felt energized as the band encouraged them to clap along
to the fast-paced dance song. When the song was over, the
band received a standing ovation and cries for an encore.
Attendees found that the most interesting aspect of Tucker’s music is the blending of cultures. The mixing of American pop music and traditional Indian music allowed the East
Asian-style of music to become more accessible to an Amer-

ican audience. The American audience was happy because
they could relate to the music, while the Indian audience was
happy to see the Americans embrace their culture’s music.
“Americans can really associate because he’s [Tucker] American,” said University of Michigan student Robin Singh, “He’s singing our languages,
our music, and it reaches out better to Americans.”
Anjana Kumar, the woman who spoke before Tucker’s
performance, said that, “The fusion of East and West has

Sources: interviews, ixiti.com, “O Re Piya / Rolling in the Deep” Shankar Tucker ft. Rohan Kymal, Brendan Susens-Jackson” YouTube video, “O Re Piya – Rateh Fateh Ali Khan” YouTube video,
“Aaja Nachle” Wikipedia article, Shankar Tucker’s About section on
his website, “Shankar Tucker” Wikipedia article, Amma Center in
Michigan website - “Our Projects” section

Avengers Assemble!

By Kaitlyn Walker
Staff Writer

“I’m going to show you something beautiful everyone screaming for mercy...” Ultron sneers.
It’s time to save the earth again and, like
always, it is not going to be an easy feat.
In the sequel to Marvel’s The Avengers,
2012, Ultron, an artificial-intelligence, is
seeking to extinguish the human race. The
Supreme Headquarters, International Espionage, Law-Enforcement Division, better known as S.H.I.E.L.D, must call in their
team of superhuman heroes to save the day.
Iron Man, Captain America, the Hulk,
Thor, Hawkeye and Black Widow assemble
once more to bring peace back to the world
in The Avengers: Age of Ultron. Joining
the group in the new movie is Quicksilver

By Amber Ainsworth
Staff Writer

Photo courtesy of muto.umich.edu

been happening a lot lately and more people want to hear it.”
Ajitha Kymal said she wanted to get Tucker and his
band to perform in Ann Arbor because she had heard them
perform in many other cities but never in Ann Arbor. She
said that many Indian kids have grown up in Ann Arbor,
and while they have Indian roots, they are also very American. She calls the mixture of both cultures, “beautiful.”
Shankar Tucker began his career in 2011 through a series
of YouTube videos called, “The ShrutiBox,” which features
videos of him and various artists performing jazz compositions of traditional Indian folk songs. Every artist that accompanied Tucker during Saturday’s concert had previously collaborated with Tucker on The ShrutiBox. The series has been
recognized by MTV India and, as of last year, been featured
in the Indian-American exhibit of the Smithsonian Museum.
The Amma Center in Michigan is an organization in Ann Arbor established in 1997 to carry out the teachings of Indian spiritual leader, Amma. They have done some notable charity work
in Michigan, primarily preparing and serving food for the Staples Family Center and Ann Arbor’s Meals on Wheels program.

with his superhuman speed, Scarlet Witch
with her reality warping abilities and Vision with its multitude of android skills.
“I honestly believe it’s going to be better than the first one,” Joss Whedon, the director of both Avengers films, said in an interview at the MTV Movie Awards in April.
The Marvel Cinematic Universe has exploded in the last six years, starting with Iron
Man in 2008. The film company has released
ten movies so far with five more in the works,
including The Avengers: Age of Ultron.
By far their highest profiting movie was the first Avengers movie, which
brought in $1.5 billion. It ranked number three in the Internet Movie Database’s

‘Top 25 Most Profitable Movies of 2012’.
With only six months until the release of the film’s sequel, the fans are
gearing up for another epic showdown.
One enthusiastic fan commented on YouTube, “I’ve gotta see this in the theatre! ...I gotta
leave my wife at home. She’s always talking!”
The second teaser trailer for Age of
Ultron was made public Oct. 22, showing more than the first one that was aired
at this year’s San Diego Comic Con.
“Everything in Age of Ultron is ramped up
though. It kind of blew me away reading the
script. I don’t know how Joss Whedon does
it, but everyone has gone up another notch
and the whole thing is bigger and more excit-

ing and crazier. Yeah, he’s a genius,” Chris
Hemsworth, who plays Thor, told H. ShawWilliams in an interview for Screenrant.com.
A third Avengers movie is already in
the process of being written, which will
come after Marvel’s Ant-Man, 2015, and
the final Captain America film, 2016.
The Avengers: Age of Ultron will reach theaters worldwide on May 1, 2015. Fans must
wait in anticipation to meet the newest villain
to reign terror upon the world. As Ultron says:
“There are no strings on me. Now I’m free.”

Fighting Tough Topics with Humor

Racism
can’t
possibly
still
exist
in
society
today.
This misconception is debunked and exposed in Dear White People. The film is set
on a predominately white college campus
where black students are battling to go against
the randomizing of housing to keep their
black residence hall from being broken up.
The film uses satire to address common black stereotypes through a radio show
entitled “Dear White People”, where everything from topics about hair and comments the talk host (Tessa Thompson)
has heard while on campus are discussed.
The racial issues come to a head when anoth-

er residence hall on campus hosts a Halloween
party encouraging guests to “release your inner
negro”. The party is excessively stereotypical
of black people, causes an explosive outrage.
Though it is 2014 and society has come a
long way, in terms of understanding racism and
insensitivity is something that exists in the real
world. In fact, parties like the radical “negro”
party in Dear White People actually do take
place on college campuses around the country, as noted in the ending credits of the flick.
This revelation may come as a surprise to
those who haven’t experienced or witnessed
this sort of insensitivity, though it’s here. And it
is outreaches like this film that will help break

down the barriers of race and differences.
According to Marque Richardson, who
plays Reggie in the movie, racial stereotypes are something even he has encountered,
specifically while studying at the University of Southern California. He remembers
a time a professor told him she was proud
of him for making it out of the hood, even
though he didn’t grow up in “the hood”.
Richardson noted that a lot of people aren’t conscious of stereotypes.
“It will spark a level of consciousness,”
Richardson said of the film, noting that it
will be a talking point of a topic that definitely needs to be taken on. “It’s a modern take

of what is happening to us now,” he added.
Dear White People is a film that every person in today’s generation needs a dose of.
The film takes a perfect approach to a subject that most would rather ignore and avoid.
Using humor to tackle racial divisions and
misunderstandings, the uncomfortable topic
is not only made comfortable but actually relatable and enjoyable. If there is one film that
needs to find its way onto the college campuses
throughout the nation, it is Dear White People.
It is potent, relatable, and current, no matter
what race or walk of life one may come from.

The Illusionist’s Ball

Photo courtesy of Jenna Wos/MJ
By Jenna Wos
Staff Writer

Theatre Bizarre has been the singular, must-see annual event since it launched (illegally) in
the early days of the 21st century. Year after year, its creators return with a spectacular event unlike anything else on earth.
Since finding its permanent home at Detroit’s Masonic Temple, Theatre Bizarre has been offering progressively grander and more decadent events to those lucky enough to get a ticket. In
late October each year, thousands of elaborately-clad and eager attendees fill the carved stone
hallways of the labyrinthine tower as they move throughout the night from one indescribable
performance to another. Detroit’s most adventurous souls slip anonymously past each other as
they celebrate their darkest selves into the early hours of the morning.
Costumes are mandatory and attendees must be 21 years of age or older.
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Homecoming Week concludes with Victors Fun Night

U of M-Dearborn ROTC participate in
Victors Fun Night.
By Craig Henderson
Student Life Editor

On Friday, Oct. 24, the
Office for Student Engagement concluded its five day
long Homecoming week
with Victors Fun Night at the
Fieldhouse. Victors Night
featured activities and games
that were meant to bring
alumni, students and their
families together, according to Peggy Pattison, Director of Alumni Relations.

Children, students and
parents had the opportunity
to endure a night of sports,
games, arts and crafts, cards,
and with Legos as well. Children, students and adults also
had a chance to play dodgeball, volleyball, and rock
climbing. Ping Pong, Tea
Bag Toss, air hockey, and
foosball were also available.
Nine-year-old Justine Donnelly says, “I liked Victors
Fun Night! My favorite game
was dodgeball.” Her mother,

Craig Henderson/MJ

Joli Donnelly says, “This
event is pretty cool. There are
a lot of events for families.”
While family activities
were inside, outside of the
Fieldhouse featured Light
Up the Night Fall Fest. The
fall fest included performances from the Dearborn
Community Big Band. According to their social media page, the Big Band is a
swing era big band based in
Dearborn and plays many of
the great 30s and 40s songs.

Craig Henderson/MJ

Dearborn Big Band played
mixed songs at Light Up
the Night Fall Fest.

Craig Henderson/MJ

Students play Giant Jenga

“Everyone
was
busy
and seemed to be having
a good time,” said Pattison, “We really hope to see
more alumni and students
take advantage of this opportunity in years to come.”
Student of the University
of Michigan-Dearborn, Matthew Ramey says, “Even
though we are a small school,
it’s exciting to see the families and Alumni. It gives the
students a chance to connect
and network with them too.”

A few Alumni from
the Graduates of Last Decades (GOLD) were also
present for the event.
As a 2010 Graduate of the
College of Arts, Sciences and
Letters (CASL), and a member of the Alumni Society
Board, Tom Willie says, “It
looks like it doubled in size!
There is great diversity – kids
from two to seven years old,
kids from middle school,
high school, adults and even
current students as well. Ev-

Girls play foosball at
Victors Fun Night

eryone is very supportive.”
Anwar Beydoun, GOLD
member and a 2012 graduate
of CASL, says, “Compared to
recent years, the Victors Fun
Night was a great turnout to
see the Alumni give back.”
Victors Fun Night concluded its festivities with
an alumni hockey game.
For
more
information on upcoming student
events, visit the Office
for Student Engagement.

Craig Henderson/MJ

Office for Student Engagement hosts Homecoming Ball

Students at Homecoming Ball dance
to Cha Cha Slide by DJ Casper
By Craig Henderson
Student Life Editor

After previous events during the week such as the
boat races, glow in the dark
dodgeball, and the volleyball
game, the Office for Student
Engagement (OSE) continued to celebrate Homecoming
Week 2014 with a Ball
on Thursday, Oct. 23, in the

Victors Den at the Union.
OSE Coordinator of Campus Activities and Residential Education Seth Newell says, “We have not had
a Ball in some time and
it was high in demand.”
The Homecoming Ball included DJ William Locke from
Party Pros Detroit. The DJ
entertainment company came
together in 2006. Besides pro-

Craig Hendeson/MJ

viding music for parties, they
also provide photo booths,
video
and
photography.
Homecoming King and
Queen were also announced
at the ball. President Theresa Sommerville and Vice
President Jerel Jones of the
Black Student Union (BSU)
were crowned King and
Queen of Homecoming 2014.
Jones and Sommerville

Students show their enthusiam with a
group photo at the Homecoming Ball.

both said they did not think
they would win. “It is an
amazing feeling and I did
not expect to win,” said
Sommerville and Jones. She
continues, “Thanks to the
Office of Student Engagement, Seth Newell and the
Black Student Union for voting for us!” To celebrate,
Jones gave the DJ a request
to play a song by Sir Mix-

A-Lot named “Jump On it”.
Student Andy Ross says,
“It’s funny how it’s a blast. It
is also nice to get away from
the tests and homework and
relax.” Ross’ dance partner Kaitlyn Linnabary says
“The Homecoming Ball was
fun; however, I know more
people would have shown
if it was advertised more.”
The Ball was catered

Craig Henderson/MJ

by the University of Michigan-Dearborn’s own Picasso Restaurant Group.
Visit the Office for Student
Engagement to know about
upcoming student events.
For more information on
the Party Pros Detroit, visit
www.michigandjservice.com.

Are you looking to gain writing experience in the Journalism Field?
Student Life is looking for active writers to cover weekly events! No prior experience
needed! Contact umd.mj.studentlife@gmail.com with any questions you may have!
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Pirates and Princesses raises
over $800 for CMNH

Food Recovery Network UM-Dearborn
chapter helps feed families

By Elizabeth Cobb
Staff Writer

Active sister Megan McDonald as Cinderella talks with
two young girls at the event.
By Craig Henderson
Student Life Editor

On Monday, Oct. 20,
Phi Mu, hosted Pirates and
Princesses in Quad E of the
Fairlane Center North. This
event was part of the Phi Mu
Fraternity’s National Philanthropy Day, which is held
annually each October. Each
chapter nationwide participates in a philanthropy event
to raise money for Children’s
Miracle Network Hospitals.
The University of Michigan-Dearborn chapter of
Phi Mu works directly with
the Beaumont Children’s
Hospital in Royal Oak.
This event replaced the
annual
Teeter-Totter-aThon, which raised about
$250 last year. As a first
year event, Pirates and
Princesses
raised
$840.
Pirates and Princesses was
an event specifically for the
children. They were encouraged to dress in an costume
and for an entry fee of $10,

Photo courtesy of Phi Mu UMD

kids were able to decorate
cupcakes, make s’mores,
and participate in games.
Children received tickets
for each game they win or
participate in. The prizes
included candy, bubbles,
temporary tattoos, princess
crowns and several others.
There was also an
“adult zone” which had
Mojito Mocktails, snacks,
raffles for prizes from local businesses and a 50/50.
Janelle Hammood, Phi
Mu’s Philanthropy Chair,
planned the event. Sisters
of Phi Mu and some gentleman of Tau Kappa Epsilon
(TKE) also dressed in costume to entertain the children.
Regarding a small fee, attendants were able to have
their photo taken, which
could be made into buttons or
key chains. Photos were taken
by Jimbo the Button Man. 20
percent of all the money he
received was also donated
to the children’s hospital.

Tuesday, October 28
-Edgar Allan Poe Party
October 28, 2014, 11 pm
Fairlane Center North

Wednesday, October 29
-PRSSA Bake Sale
10:00 AM - 05:00 PM, UC
-PB&J & Day
1:00 PM - 03:00 PM, Kochoff C UC
-Maize and Blue Bowl presented by GOLD
5:00 PM Field area behind the UC
-Through A Lens Darkly:
Black Photographers
and the Emergence of a People
6:00 PM - 09:00 PM,1071 CB
-Fright Fest, 8pm,
House of Maize and Blue

Thursday, October 30

Journey of the Soul into the Unknown
4:30 PM
The Alfred Berkowitz Gallery Mardigian Library
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The Food Recovery Network (FRN)
is a 501c3 nonprofit organization that has
chapters on college campuses across the
United States. The original FRN chapter was founded by Ben Simon and Mia
Zavalij at the University of Maryland
in 2011 and has expanded to dozens of
chapters across the US. Since then, the
Food Recovery Network has recovered
about 470,000 pounds of food collectively and that number is constantly growing.
“The idea to open a chapter of the Food
Recovery Network at UM-Dearborn
sparked from a research essay I did on the
impact the Urban Agriculture movement
has had on the issue of food insecurity,
malnutrition, and poor health in Detroit,”
said University of Michigan-Dearborn
FRN Chapter President, Kelsey Griffin. She continues, “After realizing how
prominent food insecurity was in this
area, I looked into different ways I could
make an impact. I knew that opening a
chapter at UM-Dearborn would have a
lot of potential, and we’ve gained a lot
of interest and support since we started
working to establish this organization
the first day of the Fall 2014 semester.”
The goal of the Food Recovery Network is to fight food waste and feed
people. There is a huge paradox between the amounts of food our community alone wastes, and the number
of people that still don’t know where
they’ll be getting their next meal.
In Wayne County, one in seven

people are food insecure, yet at the
same time, food waste is the largest component of our landfills.
The Food Recovery Network
is focused on fighting hunger locally. While it’s great to see the national impact the combined efforts (with
other chapters across the U.S.) have
made, the UM-Dearborn Food Recovery Network chapter is focused
on fighting hunger in Wayne County.
FRN recovers food from dining
halls, restaurants, and businesses, not
necessarily
individuals.
However,
they encourage donating your nonperishable foods (canned foods, peanut butter and jelly, crackers, etc.) to
the student pantry in the CIVIC office.
Planning to begin recovering excess
food from the McKinley café and Picasso Restaurant Group catering events in
the beginning of November, they hope to
reach out to local restaurants and businesses, or even get involved in gleaning
in the near future in order to increase the
impact made in the Dearborn/Detroit area.
Essentially, three to five people go to
the designated food donor (in this case,
Picasso Restaurant Group), and package up the excess consumable food
that did not get eaten/sold that day.
This includes entrees, desserts, buffet
items, condiments, fresh produce, dairy
products, and fresh or frozen meat that
were not served. After packaging, the
food is transported to local food banks
and pantries, such as St. Patrick’s Food
Pantry, right across from the UM Detroit center in Midtown Detroit, with

which they established a partnership.
“Anyone is welcome to join,” said Griffin. “The more people that get involved,
the bigger the impact we can make.”
The more people getting involved
means not only more hands to help collect the food, but a spread of awareness
to our food waste problem. Anyone interested in volunteering should ‘like’
the Facebook page at UM-Dearborn
Food Recovery Network. For updates, email the volunteer coordinator, Fiana Arbab (sarbab@umich.edu).
Since the UM-Dearborn FRN
chapter is only a few months old, the
team is focusing on getting into a
regular schedule of food recoveries.
“However, we plan to also hold
awareness events on campus with hopes
of making people more conscientious
of the problem after they leave campus,” said Griffin. “We are working hard
to pursue our primary goals of fighting food waste and food insecurity.”

Photo courtesy of Kelsey Griffin

Gender and Women’s Studies professor
and author visits UM-Dearborn
By Craig Henderson
Student Life Editor

On Thursday, Oct. 23,
The University of Michigan – Dearborn was visited by Karen Tice, Chair
and professor of the Department of Gender and
Women’s Studies at the
University of Kentucky
and also the author of
Queens of Academe:
Beauty Pageantry, Student
Bodies, and College Life.
Tice’s book, which
was a winner of the 2012
American
Educational
Studies Critic’s Award,
studies how higher education is entangled in
beauty and body image
on predominantly white
and black campuses. In
her book, she argues how
beauty pageants can affect
student image and student
culture as well. Tice says
beauty pageants are not only
for women, but for men too.
Tice has visited male pageants and says the men did not
take it as serious as the women
did. “The men I have talked
to, some would say they ‘saw
pageants for the free food’
or because they were able to
date other women,” Tice said.

University of Kentucky
Chair and Professor of
Women and Gender Studies Department Karen Tice

She continued with saying men were more comical
about it too. However, there
were men who did worry
about it and went to the
gym. “No one will find that
same kind of humor when it
comes to women’s pageants.”
Between male and fe-
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male body image, Tice says
that it is very rare that you
find someone who is not having any kind of body anxieties and can be improved.
She says, “Whether it is going to the gym more, lifting
more weights, or running
farther, we live in a society
that really does promote this
idea that we can be doing
more to perfect our bodies.

In Tice’s presentation,
she reports that academic
acceptance was not only
about grades, but how students handled their bodies.
Tice also shares her
thoughts about the motivation of beauty pageants are more commonly
about the scholarships before and during college as
well. Many pageants do
not only award a trophy
and a dozen roses, but also
money for scholarships.
According to http://
www.collegescholarships.
org, many of them such
as Miss American’s Outstanding Teen, Cinderella International Scholarship Pageant, American
Coed Pageants, and Miss
Teenage California Pageant all reward scholarship money ranging from
$1000 to $10,000. Runnerup winners will also receive a smaller reward.
Tice ended her presentation with a Q & A from
the
audience
members.
Tice’s visit to UM-Dearborn was co-sponsored by the
Women’s & Gender Studies
and Sociology Department.

Friday, October 31

Halloween Bash
-7:00pm - 10:00pm
University Center Kochoff B and C

Monday, November 3

Day of the Dead,
Latin American Student Association
10 am - 4 pm
UC stage

October 27, 2014, 05:00 AM November 26, 2014

-WWI Propoganda Wall
1st floor Library 5 pm
-Photography Exhibition:
“Red Rock and Rust Belt: a tale of two cities”
-Red Rock & Rust Belt
Photo courtesy of www.freegreatimages.com
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Dave Andusiak (1982) skates towards the net during the alumni hockey game Friday.
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UM-Dearborn hockey hosts annual alumni game
By ERICK LEHMAN
Staff Reporter
@ELehman29

While the University of Michigan-Dearborn hockey
team was in Iowa this past weekend, people filed into the
Fieldhouse to watch the guys play.
But not those guys.
On Friday night, UM-Dearborn hosted its alumni
hockey game at the fieldhouse. Fans of all ages packed
the fieldhouse to watch the guys who at one times glided
the ice in a UM-Dearborn uniform.
The game featured players from all different years,
from Mark Pastir who last played in 1977 to Kyle Papke,
who last played in 2012.
“We come in and have a blast out here, so many memories,” said Tony Macari, after his Team Yellow was
downed by Team Blue, 11-8. “It was an absolute blast,
young guys to old, just an absolute blast.”
Scoring was not hard to find in this game as a total of
19 goals were scored between the two teams.So just how

was the game perceived by former Wolves (and Wolverines)?
“This was awesome, just awesome, worth doing
it again for the next thirty years,” said Rick Dries. “It
makes you wanna get back with the guys, you see all
the camaraderie between all the guys, makes you wanna
play more. Some of the girlfriends, wives, children, and
grandchildren may have been shocked to see how good
some of their fathers, and grandfathers were.”
After the game Macari and Dries offered up a little
bit of advice for this year’s team as they look to go to
nationals.
“Have fun, you gotta have fun, this is it, have a blast
and be with your buddies forever,” said Macari.
“Always keep working hard, always listen to your
coach, stay together as a team, and work hard and good
things will happen,” Dries added.
All involved had a great overall experience playing in
the alumni hockey game, and all wish to keep the game
going on a yearly basis.

Volleyball falls to Lawrence Tech;
honors seniors Carley, Hilsabeck
By VERONICA RATES
Staff Reporter
@VeronicaRates

It was Senior Night and
the last home match of the
season for the University
of Michigan-Dearborn volleyball team as they took on
Lawrence Tech on Oct. 22.
Seniors Rebecca Carley
and Molly Hilsabeck were
honored and each received
flowers, hugs, and thoughtful words from their coaches and teammates.
“They are two very special people to this program,”
head coach Eric Stark said.
“They put in a lot of work,

effort, time; they have beaten up their bodies beyond
belief for this program. And
they earned the right to have
this match about them.”
Lawrence Tech (11-17,
5-11 WHAC) swept the
Wolverines in three straight
sets, 25-19, 25-11, 26-24.
UM-Dearborn (0-26, 0-16
WHAC) almost forced a
fourth set but came up short.
The Blue Devils built
a comfortable lead in the
third set but the Wolverines
fought back and tied it to
24-24. But UM-Dearborn
couldn’t hold on and Lawrence Tech took the third

match with a 26-24 final.
“It’s sad and happy.”
Carley described about her
last career match at the
Fieldhouse. “I’m happy I
made it through, especially
with all of the injuries and
stuff that I’ve been through,
so to be able to make it to

my senior night felt pretty
good. But it’s sad, it’s the
last home game.”
With just three short
weeks left of the season,
UM-Dearborn hits the road
to take on Lourdes University on Oct. 29.

GLCHL roundup: Adrian making
case for No. 1 ranking in ACHA

By RICKY LINDSAY
Sports Editor
@RLindz35

Five weeks into the season,
the ACHA’s best team in the
country appears to be located
in Southern Michigan.
Starting the season an unblemished 12-0, Adrian College continues to make a push
for the No. 1 spot in the weekly ACHA Division-I hockey
rankings. The Bulldogs were
ranked No. 3 in the Week 5
rankings, released Oct. 23,
and defeated Davenport University and Mercyhurst University this weekend.
The Great Lakes Collegiate
Hockey League was well-represented in the ACHA’s sixth
poll of the season.
The University of Michigan-Dearborn (6-5-3) moved
up to No. 13 after dropping
two road games to No. 11 Illinois. The Wolverines were
swept by Iowa State this

weekend, dropping its sixth
consecutive game, all coming
against ranked foes.
Davenport
University
moved down one spot to No.
15 after splitting a weekend
series with Liberty University. The Panthers were defeated by Adrian on Oct. 24,
its only game this weekend.
Western Michigan rounds
out GLCHL teams in the
ACHA Week 5 Top 25 poll
with a No. 18 ranking. The
Stallions split with Michigan
State to move up four spots
in the poll, but were split its
weekend series with conference foe Oakland University.
Oakland was ranked No.
20 in the Week 4 poll, but
dropped out of the Top 25
after being swept by Adrian
Oct. 16-17 and defeating
Eastern Michigan University
Oct. 19. The Grizzlies split
with Western Michigan this
weekend.

Photo courtesy of UM-Dearborn hockey’s Facebook page

Jase Paciocco (left) shares a laugh with Jeremy Klotz (right) during UMDearborn’s season opening weekend.
conduct call in the 4-2 loss. Nate
Ferris made 45-of-49 saves Friday.
UM-Dearborn’s 9-0 loss to
By RICKY LINDSAY
Iowa State Saturday is its worst
Sports Editor
loss since a 10-0 walloping by
@RLindz35
Davenport University on Dec. 7,
The University of Michigan- 2013.
Ferris played 56:40 minutes
Dearborn hockey team was
swept by Iowa State in a week- Saturday, allowing seven goals
while saving 27 shots. Backup
end series held in Ames, Iowa.
No. 24 Iowa State (4-4-2) goaltender David Bryant entered
topped No. 13 UM-Dearborn the game in relief, and allowed
(6-5-3) 4-2 Friday, before deliv- two goals in just over three minering a 9-0 shutout dagger Satur- utes of play.
With eight losses on the year
day evening.
Jeff McFarland and Jimmy now, UM-Dearborn will look to
Marchese scored UM-Dear- break its six-game losing streak
born’s goals in the second period against No. 3 Adrian College
Friday. Ryan Urso assisted both Oct. 30-31. The Bulldogs, sitgoals, with Andrew Shalawylo ting at an unblemished 13-0, will
and Marchese getting an assist pose a big challenge to the Wolverines, who haven’t defeated
as well.
Jase Paciocco was ejected their conference foe since Oct.
after being handed a game mis- 17, 2013.

Hockey dominated
by Iowa State

Mark Dantonio walks off the field following Michigan State’s win over
Michigan.
until this year, when they
Column
avoided the verbal jab.
continued on page 12
Until Michigan decided
comes from the program. it Stakegate would be a
To throw a stake down in good idea.
our back yard out here and
“I think everyone saw
coming out there like they when they ran out and
are all that, it got shoved stuck the dagger on our
the last minute and a half. grass and disrespected
We weren’t trying to get a us right out of the gate,”
field goal, that wasn’t the Connor Cook said. “We
M.O. If our guys could get weren’t having that. If we
it in, we were going to get have the ball, we’re trying
it in.”
to score.”
In just a short snippet
Michigan State has now
from Dantonio’s press taken six of the past eight
conference, one under- matchups with Michigan,
stands what this rival- and has done so in domiry means to Michigan nant fashion. With everyState, its fans, players thing the Spartans have
and coaches. This is what done during that time, the
Michigan-Ohio
State rivalry with Michigan still
evokes in Wolverines matters.
fans, but with couches.
Because Michigan, alIt started with Michi- beit inferior, makes it
gan’s dominance in the matter. Tossing a stake
series. Once upon a time, into turf when you’re a
it was one of the best 17.5 underdog is just the
teams in the country, with latest example, and the
42 Big Ten championships most-recent lesson for the
and 11 national champi- Spartans.
onships.
“Now all our playThen came Michigan ers who are playing for
running back Mike Hart’s the first time in their life
infamous “little brother” and are on the sidelines
comment in 2007. It was for the first time in their
Dantonio’s first year at life, now they know what
the helm of the Spartans. we talk about,” Dantonio
The banter would con- said. “Now they know.”
tinue from the Wolverines

Ricky’s College
Football Picks Week 10
AP Top 25 and Big Ten
Arkansas @ # 1 Mississppi St.

Mississippi St

#2 Florida St. @ Louisville

Florida St.

#4 Auburn @ #7 Ole Miss

Ole Miss

Stanford @ #5 Oregon

Oregon

#6 Notre Dame @ Navy

Notre Dame

Florida @ #9 Georgia

#Georgia

#10 TCU @ #20 West Virginia

TCU

Oklahoma St. @ #11 Kansas St.

Kansas St.

Kansas @ #12 Baylor

Baylor

Illinois @ #13 Ohio St.

Ohio St.

#14 Arizona @ #25 UCLA

Arizona

#18 Utah @ #15 Arizona St.

Arizona St.

Purdue @ #17 Nebraska

Nebraska

#19 Oklahoma @ Iowa St.

Oklahoma

#21 East Carolina @ Temple

East Carolina

#24 Duke @ Pittsburgh

Duke

Maryland @ Penn State

Maryland

Wisconsin @ Rutgers

Wisconsin

Indiana @ Michigan

Michigan

Overall:

116-28
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College Football
Top Ten Poll
Each Monday, members
of the Michigan Journal’s sports staff vote on
college football’s top ten
teams. A first place vote
counts for 10 points, with
the number decreasing by
one for each rank lower.

#1 Mississippi State (3)

#2 Florida State

#3 Alabama

#4 Ole Miss

#5 Auburn

@MichiganJournal

Sports

@TMJSports
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Men’s basketball preview: Wolverines
looking for improvements under Langley
By GEOFF MEHL
Staff Reporter
@GeoffMehl

The University of MichiganDearborn men’s basketball
team is entering a new season
in 2014 and that’s not all that is
new about the Wolverines.
They have new coaches, new
players, and a fresh start after
finishing tenth in the WolverineHoosier Athletic Conference in
the 2013-14 campaign.
The Wolverines went 8-22
overall last season, going 5-17
within the WHAC and 8-9 defending home court. They were
disappointing on the road with a
0-17 record and look to improve
moving forward.
Now that the season is nearing its start, let’s look at some
of the players and coaches that
make up the UM-Dearborn
men’s basketball team.
Coaching Staff
This season the Wolverines
will be led by first-year head
coach Taylor Langley. Langley
was previously an offensive
assistant for four years under
Coach Burt Paddock at Davenport University. While at
Davenport, the Panthers went
117-25 overall, which included
a NAIA Fab Four appearance,
three trips to the NAIA Elite
8 and two WHAC championships.
“UM-Dearborn definitely
hit a home-run and I know he
will provide another team in the
WHAC that will be difficult to
deal with,” Paddock told DUPanther.com.
Accompanying Langley on
the coaching staff will be Assistants Siva Senthil, Vince
Thibodeau and Dwayne Edwards. All the assistants are also
in their first year in the UMDearborn program.
Guards
The Wolverines are bringing
back three guards from the previous season that will bring experience to the position. Senior,
Jamiel Strickland was an impact
player in 2013, leading the team
with 11 points, three assists and
three rebounds per game.
Sophomore, Brandon Cole

will also look to take the next
step going into the season. The
6-foot-5 Cole started 10 games
and averaged 18 minutes per
with seven points and three rebounds. Cole is impressed by
the way the new coaching staff
has taken on this team.
“There’s definitely a new intensity that coach Langley has
brought over,” he said. “He really pushes us to be the best and
believes we can accomplish
more than this school has ever
been to.”
Along with Cole and Strickland is 6-foot-1 junior Ray
Ryan. Ryan is an experienced
player who can add experience
off the bench for UM-Dearborn.
The Wolverines were busy
in the offseason adding several
new guards to the roster from
both recruiting and transfer students. Junior, Anthony Barley
transferred from Colby Community College of the JUCO
Jayhawks league in Kansas. He
is a solid defender and Langley
referred to him as a sharpshooter behind the three point line.
Daryl Mobley Jr. is 5-foot10 junior transfer from UMDearborn’s backyard. He’s
from Henry Ford Community
College and is also a good three
point shooter, as he averaged 12
points per game at Henry Ford.
Both Mobley Jr. and Barley
have the ability to make an impact for the Wolverines in their
first year in the program.
“These guys are game-ready
right now,” Langley said. “They
will be ready to step in and contribute.”
Adding depth at the position,
UM-Dearborn recruited three
freshmen that will compete
for playing time. Xavier Crofford from Redford Thurston
has a chance to see time as he
excelled in high school, averaging 12 points and four steals. He
also was efficient beyond the
arc shooting 41 percent and uses
his athleticism on the defensive
end.
Freshmen, Deonte Bell and
Victor Mattison will round out
the guards for the Wolverines.
Both will compete as they de-

velop within the program.
With all the changeover on
the roster, Cole feels that the
team is gelling and building important relationships.
“It actually didn’t take that
long for guys to get used to each
other and we have a good blend
of personalities,” he said. “We
all had to go through conditioning together which ended up really bonding us.”
Forwards
When it comes to the Wolverine forwards, they are bringing back some familiar faces.
Sophomore, Gage Throgmorton is coming off a solid performance in 2013. He averaged
nine points and three rebounds
last season and could see extended playing time as he has
moved to power forward to increase his role on the offensive
end of the court.
Sophomore, Nathaniel Packwood could also see a bigger
role. The 6-foot-5 Packwood
will be a solid edition off the
bench in a clogged front court.
Along with Packwood and
Throgmorton will be transfer
Marcus Williams. The 6-foot-7
Williams is a transfer from Henry Ford Community College
and could make an immediate
impact with the size he brings to
UM-Dearborn.
Finally, bringing leadership
to the forward position is senior,
Khalil Beidoun. Beidoun feels
the most important way to win
in the WHAC is to play defense.
“Defense wins games because you can win any style of
game as long as you are playing
defense,” he said. “If we do that,
we should be able to compete
with every team in our conference.”
The final forward is Nadis
Ahmic. The sophomore will
also be competing for playing
with the upperclassmen and
transfer forwards the Wolverines have brought it.
Centers
UM-Dearborn will be featuring a plethora of centers. It will
be an interesting competition for
JUCO transfer Paul Standtke,
Jason Penn and returners Balazs
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Brandon Cole, seen during his freshman season. The now-sophomore
guard will look to have a bigger impact for Taylor Langley’s Wolverines.

Juhazs and Patrick Hebda. Going into the season it is unclear
who will start, but the competition will be tough and the Wolverines will be stronger at the
position than in the past seasons.
Penn, the 6-foot-8 freshman,
may see a starting role as he is
the tallest on the UM-Dearborn
roster. Though he may start the
season he will have experience
pushing him for playing time.
While with Wayne County
Community College last season, Standtke finished fourth
amongst NJCAA Division-II

players in rebounds with 321.
This season will be interesting for UM-Dearborn with all
its new faces. They have the
chance to make a splash in a
conference that they have yet to
reach the pinnacle of. The first
game of the year is at 6:30 p.m.
on Tuesday, Oct. 28 on the road
against Rochester College.
“I’m expecting big things
from us this season,” said Cole.
“We’re definitely going to prove
a lot of people wrong and be a
team that others have respect
(for) and even fear.”

Men’s soccer falls to MU, UNOH, entering WHAC playoff push

By JERAMY STOVER
Staff Reporter
@JStover96

#6 Oregon

#7 Michigan State

#8 Kansas State

It is now or never for the University of MichiganDearborn men’s soccer team. With just one week left
and a pair of games remaining in the regular season,
the Wolverines are out of the playoff picture.
They lost a pair of Wolverine-Hoosier Athletic
Conference games last week. On Wednesday Oct. 22
they lost to Madonna University. On Saturday Oct.
25, they were defeated by University of Northwestern Ohio 4-1. On Wednesday the Wolverines made the
short trip to Madonna University where they fell victim to the Crusaders 5-0.
Madonna came out of the opening bell swinging
away and connected on all punches. Amadou Cisse
started the scoring off in the eighth minute when he received a short cross pass in the middle of the field and
he beat the Wolverines goalkeeper to the right side.
The scoring halted there, but only for a short time.
Cisse would find the back of the net again, this time in
the 21st minute.
The Crusaders would score two more goals in the

Q&A with UM-Dearborn Player
of the Week, Megan Seccombe
By JERAMY STOVER
Staff Reporter
@JStover96

#9 Notre Dame

#10 Georgia

next two minutes growing their lead to a commanding
4-0.
That lead would hold to halftime when UM-Dearborn head coach Matt Quirk decided to replace goalkeeper Andrew Pietrzak with Erick Beas. Beas has
only played in one half the entire season.
In the 66th minute Cisse would earn his first career
hat trick by beating Beas. Ryan Williams recorded one
goal and three assists on the day.
Madonna scored on half of their shots on goal as
they beat the Wolverines in the category 10-1. The
lone shot on goal for UM-Dearborn came from freshman Richard Hodnicki.
Quirk said that “careless turnovers” was the achilles heel to a disastrous first half.
One reason for a lack of offense for the Wolverines
was the absence of leading scorer Iris Mesic, who is
still dealing with an injury.
Quirk explained that with Mesic out, the rest of the
team needs to work harder in the offensive end.
“When he’s not there we need to do some work to
create goal scoring chances,” Quirk said.
Mesic is looking to return next week when the Wol-

Sophomore Megan Seccombe scored two goals in the
University of Michigan-Dearborn women’s soccer team’s
two wins on Oct. 18-19. After
her performance, Seccombe
was nominated as a UM-Dearborn Player of the Week candidate for the eighth issue of the
Michigan Journal. With 129
votes, the proud Michigander
took home the honors.
Staff Reporter Jeramy Sto-

ver spoke with Seccombe in
part of the Michigan Journal’s
Q-and-A series.
Q: How did it feel to be
voted player of the week?
A: I felt really honored to
be voted player of the week,
because I am a new player to
the team and it is very nice to
be recognized.
Q: What made you decide
to come to UM-Dearborn?
A: I am a Dearborn resident, and UM-Dearborn has
an excellent business school.

Q: What is your major?
A: Business Administration.
Q: How long have you been
playing soccer?
A: I have been playing soccer since I was four years old.
Q: Who is your favorite
soccer player?
A: Alex Morgan is my faPhoto courtesy of Megan Seccombe

Megan Seccombe (6) during her
high school soccer career.

vorite soccer player.
Q: You guys have been
winning lately, what did you
guys do in the off-season that
is paying off?
A: In the off-season the

verines will play their final two regular season games.
It is possible they will need to win both games in order to make the conference playoffs. Mesic is ready to
take on the pressure to win.
“I just can’t wait to play a full game again and I
enjoy games when there is tremendous amount of
pressure on us to win especially to make the playoffs,”
Mesic said.
On Saturday the Wolverines fell short in another
WHAC matchup, this time to the University of Northwestern Ohio 4-1.
The Racers (12-2-1, 8-0) opened the scoring in the
17th minute when Michael Gonzalo found the back of
the net. Just 10 minutes later Gonzalo scored another
goal to make it 2-0.
UNWO added one more goal in the 37th minute
to take a comfortable 3-0 lead into half time over the
Wolverines (1-11-1, 1-6-1).
UNWO would add their last goal of the game in the
49th minute when Jozo Todic scored his third goal of

Men’s soccer
continue reading online at michiganjournal.org

women’s soccer team had
weekly conditioning and
we also played in a summer
league that I believed helped
benefit us a lot this season.
Q: How would you say
the season has been going so
far?
A: The season has been going great so far. We build as
a team each and every game
and I couldn’t ask for a better
group of women and coaches
to share this winning season
with. My only hope is that we
reach our goal to be recognized as a varsity sport in the
upcoming fall soccer season.
Q: Greatest achievement
in soccer?

A: My greatest achievement in soccer was winning
league and district champs my
senior year at Edsel Ford High
School.
Q: It says in your twitter
bio “Michigander”. What
is your favorite thing about
Michigan?
A: There are so many things
to love about Michigan, but if
I had to pick one it would be
vacationing in Traverse City
and the surrounding areas. It is
so beautiful year round.
Q: What is your dream
job?
A: I would love to work for
a nonprofit charitable organization.
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UM walloped by MSU after
planting stake in turf

By GEOFF MEHL
Staff Reporter
@GeoffMehl

The Michigan Wolverines
(3-5) were embarrassed on
Saturday afternoon, 35-11, by
their instate rival the Michigan State Spartans (7-1) in
East Lansing.
Midway through the third
quarter, Michigan State gave
the final blow to put the game
out of reach for the Wolverines. After a punt by Michigan, Michigan State started
with the ball on its own 30yard line. On first and 10,
MIchigan State quarterback
Connor Cook hit wide receiver Tony Lippett on a streak
for 70-yards and the easy
touchdown. Michigan State
took the 28-3 lead and never
looked back.
Michigan finished the game
with 186 yards of offense.
Quarterback, Devin Gardner,
led the team in passing with
121 yards and two interceptions. Running back De’Veon
Smith led the team rushing
with 11 carries for 39 yards
and a touchdown.
For the Spartans, Cook did
most of the heavy lifting with
227 passing yards and one
touchdown. Running back
Jeremy Langford also had
a big day with 2 carries for
1-yard and two touchdowns.
As a team they totaled 446
yards of offense and 22 first
downs.
“We’re very disappointed
and should be,” said coach
Brady Hoke. “It’s a rivalry game and it’s a big ten
game…but the other message
is, we’re going back to work.”
On the first series of the
game Michigan State came
out on all cylinders. They
drove down the field making
it look easy on eight plays
for 75-yards in just 3:08.
The drive was capped off by
a 2-yard touchdown run by
Langford. Michigan State
takes the lead 7-0 early.
After a lull in the action,

the second quarter opened up
more scoring. After a fumble
by Michigan State tight end
Josiah Price, Michigan was
set up with great field position at the Michigan State 31yard line. After four plays of
stalling offense for Michigan,
kicker Matt Wile hit a 48-yard
field goal to narrow the gap,
7-3 Michigan State.
Then on the following drive, Michigan State
strengthened their lead going
into the half. Like a mirror image of their first drive of the
game, the Spartans drove nine
plays for 73-yards in just 3:09
for a Langford 1-yard touchdown run. Michigan State
entered halftime with a 14-3
lead.
The Wolverines were inept
on offense in the first half, totaling just 37 yards and gaining only three first downs.
They were also unable to rush
the ball with any effectiveness totaling -5 yards at half.
Michigan State on the other
hand totaled 256-yards of offense and 14 first downs.
In the third quarter, it continued to be all Michigan
State. On Michigan’s second
drive of the of the half, Gardner threw an interception to
Spartan strong safety RJ Williamson that was returned
29-yards for a touchdown.
Michigan State pads the lead
21-3.
On the next Spartan drive
they got in the end zone again.
Cook hit Lippett for a 70-yard
touchdown; Spartans extend
the lead to 28-3 at the end of
the third quarter.
After a slow fourth quarter,
Michigan finally got in the end
zone for the first time in 13
quarters against the Spartans.
The Wolverines capitalized
off a Michigan State fumble in
their own territory. The Wolverines went 36-yards on six
plays when Smith rushed in
from 1-yard out. Gardner converted to tight end Jake Butt
for the 2-point conversion,

Rebecca Gallagher/MJ

Frank Clark is interviewed by reporters following Michigan’s 35-11 loss to Michigan State on Oct. 25, 2014.

Michigan State leads 28-11.
After an unsuccessful onside kick by Michigan, Michigan State took advantage once
again. With 28 seconds left,
Langford banged in a 5-yard
touchdown after a seven play

and 48-yard drive. Michigan
State would go on to win 3511.
Hoke was asked about
Michigan State scoring a
touchdown with under a minute left when the game was

already decided.
“We have 11 guys out there
and they have 11 guys out
there. We’re trying to compete and they’re trying to
compete,” Hoke said. “That’s
what athletics is and that’s

what competition is.”
Next week the Wolverines
will host the Indiana Hoosiers
for their homecoming game.
The game will at 3:30 p.m. on
Saturday, Nov. 1 at Michigan
Stadium in Ann Arbor.

Women’s soccer wins Midwest Collegiate
Club Soccer League championship
By JUAN CAMARA
Guest Reporter

The UM- Dearborn women’s soccer club
spent the weekend celebrating after winning a pair of big games Saturday and Sunday.
Saturday’s win came via forfeit against
Washtenaw Community College, leaving a
battle against Oakland Sunday for the top
of the table.
Two goals by Besa Ziberi and a third
by Nadine Makki were enough to push the
Wolverines past Oakland, 3-1.
With the set of wins, the team finishes
the regular season 5-1 and tied with Oak-

land for first place in the Midwest Collegiate Club Soccer league. The winner will
be determined by goal differential.
“I’m proud to say that our team has
greatly improved this season,” team captain Rachel Ruta said. “We are continuing
to get better every game as our club program grows in both size and knowledge.”
A league tournament awaits the team,
but the dates are yet to be determined.
“Our win today placed us at the top of
the league,” Ruta said. “Hopefully placing us one step closer to our ultimate goal
of becoming a varsity team at UM- Dearborn.”

Photo courtesy of UM-Dearborn women’s soccer

The women’s soccer team poses after one of its games. The team won the Midwest Collegiate Club Soccer
League Sunday, topping Oakland University, 3-1.

Dantonio, Spartans show why UM-MSU
is more than annual geographic matchup

By RICKY LINDSAY
Sports Editor
@RLindz35

The annual MichiganMichigan State football
game evokes strong emo-

tions throughout the mitten state.
But as a lifelong Michigander, I have not been affected by such emotions.
Sure, I have family that
went to both Michigan
and Michigan State, and
they would try to buy me
over to their collegiate allegiance with Christmas
gifts while a high schooler. It was fun, really, but I
didn’t see the point.

That’s because I have
never considered Michigan-Michigan State a rivalry. To me, all it was
was a game between two
teams that call Michigan
home. That’s all it was.
Nothing more, nothing
less.
But as I mistakenly
wandered into Mark Dantonio’s post-game press
conference at Spartan
Stadium Saturday, I was

quickly proven wrong.
To Michigan, the instate rivalry is petty. It’s
one that has been historically dominated by the
Wolverines — they lead
the all-time series 68-345 — and more recently,
verbal jabs.
But to Michigan State,
its battle against Michigan
is more than a game. Even
after winning two Big Ten
championships since 2011
and the 2014 Rose Bowl
to cap off three straight
postseason victories, this
game is a chance for the
Spartans to prove themselves. This is blood.

And after all the ridicule, all the disrespect,
who can blame them?
Before Saturday’s 3511 drubbing to Michigan
State, Michigan slammed
a stake (err, railroad
spike?) into the Spartan
Stadium turf, igniting a
fury from the Spartans.
So
when
Michigan
State had the chance to
run the ball down Michigan’s throat it made damn
sure that it was going to
happen.
“As far as the score at
the end, we knew we were
going to pop one,” Dantonio said. “They had every-

one up there so we popped
one.
“Just felt like we needed to put a stake in them.”
Why was that the case,
Mark?
“You might as well just
come out and say what you
are feeling at some point
because you can only be
diplomatic for so long,”
Dantonio said. “The little
brother stuff, all the disrespect, they didn’t have
to go in that direction. We
try to handle ourselves
with composure. It doesn’t
come from the coach; it

Column
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